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Instructions:

Used items:

80 077 102 Card B6, HD, plain, FSC Mix Credit 2 pieces
28 383 558 StazOn stamp pad, stone-grey 1 piece
29 206 264 StazOn pigmented stamp pad, pink 1 piece
29 187 606 Delicata Metallic stamp pad, silver 1 piece
80 080 264 Envelope B6, plain, FSC Mix Credit, pink 1 piece
80 034 102 Letterhead A4, parchment, 
 FSC Mix Credit, white 29.7 × 11.2 cm
53 587 701 Metallic yarn „Stitch & Knot“, frost 45 cm
30 068 000 Special double-sided adhesive tape 70 cm
33 199 00 3D adhesive squares 1 piece
33 086 00 Quickie-Glue adhesive stick 1 piece
39 420 610 Glitter dust, ultra-fine, PET, brill.silver 1/40 small bottle

Additionally you need:
29 199 000 Wooden stamp set Confirmation/Communion 1 piece
89 323 00 Punch pliers, 12.5 cm, 1.5 mm ø 1 piece
89 379 00 Pointed tip paper scissors
28 382 00 Stamp cleaner
50 046 000 Paper cutting and folding device

1 Stamp the white card B6 with the fish stamp from the wooden stamp 
set over a distance of about 1.5 cm from the bottom edge of the card. Use 
for this purpose the pink StazOn pigmented stamp pad. Let it dry well out.

2 Then trace one fish with the Quickie Glue adhesive stick and sprinkle it 
with the silver ultra-fine glitter dust. Tap off loose glitter dust. Stamp two 
boats by means of the stone-grey StazOn stamp pad and one boat with the 
silver Delicata Metallic stamp pad. Then trace one grey boat with the 
Quickie Glue adhesive stick and sprinkle it with the silver ultra-fine glitter 
dust, and tap off loose glitter dust.

3 Cut the boats out and punch a hole with the punch pliers at the top, in 
the middle of the boats. Stick the 3D adhesive square onto the rear side of 

the stamped boats. Cut 3 strands out of the silver metallic yarn of 15 cm 
each, and thread one boat per strand and tie a knot on the rear side of the 
boat. Now you can place the boats on the card. Knot the yarn ends on the 
inside of the card and affix them by means of the double-sided adhesive 
tape.

4 Cut out a blank measuring 16.3 × 11 cm from the white B6 card. Cover 
all its 4 sides with the special double-sided adhesive tape. Then stick this 
blank to the left inner side of the card.

5 Cut out a blank measuring 29.8 × 11.3 cm from the letterhead A4 
parchment. Fold it carefully in the middle and insert it into the card.




